
 

Globaloria Coding Coach Guide 
 
Overview 
 
Thank you for your interest and participation on the Globaloria Help Desk team! 
 
Globaloria interns are carefully selected individuals who have shown an understanding 
of the Globaloria curriculum, creativity in their projects, and a genuine interest in helping 
others with their work. As an intern, you will be continuing these tasks, applying your 
experience and skills to assist Globaloria students with their journey through the game 
development process. 
 
Your primary duties will be as follows: 

1. Tending to the Help Desk, assisting students and educators with any direct 
questions regarding Globaloria topics, design, and/or coding. 

2. Increasing and maintaining your skills by working on new topics as designed by 
the Globaloria staff. 

3. Assisting the Globaloria staff with other duties, including classroom support, page 
editing, and other things, on an as-needed basis. 

 
In addition, at the end of each month, you will be filling out invoices to summarize how 
you spent your time. 
 
Further instructions on how to perform these duties are in the following links: 

1. The Help Desk 
2. Honing Your Skills 
3. Other Support 
4. Invoices 

 
Once again, thank you for your interest in join Globaloria as an intern. Welcome to the 
family! 
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 The Help Desk 
 
The Help Desk is the primary platform that Globaloria uses to answer questions from 
students and educators. It is a virtual answering system where users log in to ask 
questions. Questions and answers are generally handled in a thread similar to a 
message board, although conversations are limited to the user and the agents. There is 
also an instant message component, that is sometimes used when appropriate. As 
agents, it will be your duty to patrol the Help Desk, and provide assistance to anyone 
that has a question.You will be supported by the manager and administrator of the Help 
Desk, so if you need help with anything, please ask them. 
 
Shift-based Help 
The Help Desk will be covered based on shifts determined by the Help Desk Manager. 
Generally, shifts will be within the school day. The current shift schedule can be found 
on a Google Calendar called “Help Desk Coverage”.  
 
Calendar Set-up 
To access this calendar, please follow the below steps: 
 

1. Tell the Help Desk manager your best Google email address so that you can be 
added to the “Help Desk” Globaloria group. 

2. Once it is confirmed that you have been added, go to Google Calendar. 
3. Under “Other calendars”, click the arrow on the right side, and then click “Add a 

friend’s calendar”. 
4. In the area that says “Contact Email” paste this address: 

globaloria.com_mibsmigitldlh75nlp28vnnuto@group.calendar.google.com 
5. Click “Add” 
6. The calendar Help Desk Coverage will show up under “Other calendars” 

 
If you cannot make a shift 
If you will not be available for a shift, please do the following: 
 

1. Coordinate with your fellow agents for coverage. 
2. Once you agree upon a time, inform the Help Desk Manager that  

a. you will be unavailable for the shift,  
b. who will be covering for you,  
c. and CC the person covering your shift.  
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In the event of short notice (it happens), tell the Help Desk Manager directly know so 
that coverage will be found for you. 
 
Methods of Contact 
There are two methods to answering questions on the Help Desk: via tickets and via 
live chat. 
 
Tickets 
Tickets are threads of conversation whereby the user post a question, and you answer 
the question. If the user still needs help with the issue, or you want to elaborate more on 
an answer, you can post a response. Tickets stay open until they are set as “solved” by 
either the user or yourself. 
 
Here is an example of a ticket (you must be logged in to see the actual page - also see 
the below image). 
 

 
Sample Ticket 

 
There are a few things going on in this picture, but for now, simply see how the 
conversation is ordered in the central panel. The responses are ordered in reverse 
order, so the latest responses are on top. The user asked a question and the agent 
responded. For the most part, this is what you’ll be doing for the Help Desk. You will 
have different types of questions coming in and different types of users asking 
questions. 
 
Live Chat 
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Live Chat is basically instant messaging. Treat it as Google Talk, or any other IM 
service. This is also text-based. One caveat is that the user must post a ticket first to get 
the option to start a chat session. Chat sessions are saved as a part of the ticket. Here 
is an example of a ticket with a chat. 
 

 
Sample with Live Chat 

 
Due to the varying and unpredictable circumstances for classrooms, this option is rarely 
used, but it is handy when it can be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Interface 
The Help Desk is a modular website. In other words, you will open one window, and you 
pretty much do everything from that one window. No need to juggle browser tabs. 
However, since everything that you need is in a single window, the interface switches 
up depending on what you are doing. There are a few consistent things, however. 
 
Front Page (Dashboard) 
Once you log in, you will be taken to the below page.
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Help Desk Dashboard View 

 
In the central panel, you get a list of various tickets that require your attention. These 
will be either assigned tickets that need a response or new tickets that are waiting for a 
first look. You can click the name of the ticket to open it up in a new tab, where you can 
start responding to it. 
 
Above the central panel, you will see various immediate stats. Open Tickets, Ticket 
Statistics, and Satisfaction Statistics are various metrics we use to keep track of what is 
going on in the Help Desk. Open tickets refer to the tickets that are waiting for a 
response from one of the agents. Ticket and Satisfaction statistics refer to the 
satisfaction levels of the users. We aim to stay above 90%. 
 
Far above the central panel (the green area), you will see some tabs for tickets you are 
currently working on. You can click on the tabs to quickly switch from one ticket to 
another. You can also use the Add option to create new tickets in case you need to 
manually do it for a user (this is rare, however). Go to the right, and you will see two 
icons: the left being the chat status icon, and the right being your avatar. If you click the 
chat status icon, you can change your status from offline to online in a couple of clicks. 
Clicking your avatar will allow you to go to your profile settings. This upper bar will 
always be available. 
 
To the left of the central panel, you will see a newsfeed for all of the ticket activity. It is 
useful when you want to get a quick glance at what is going on with your tickets. 
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To the far left are various options. The top symbol (the heart) will take you to this 
Dashboard again. The next symbol (the lines) will take you to the viewing options, which 
will allow you to look at your tickets in different organizational ways. The symbol below 
that is the search function, which will allow you to search different things such as tickets 
or users. The circle symbol will take you to the Knowledge Base, which we mainly use 
for announcements. The symbols below those are only for administrators, so there is no 
need to worry about those. This left bar will always be available. 
 
While Working on a Ticket 
There are different options available when working on a ticket: 
 

 
Help Desk Ticket View 

 
The central area houses the main function you will be using. Near the top of this central 
area, there is a box where you can type your responses. You can set your responses as 
public (so the user can see the response) or as private (for internal questions or help). 
You can also format your tickets using Markdown (covered below), and if you do, you 
can click the Preview button to get a preview of how the user will see the formatted text. 
You can also attach files as well. It is recommended that you do so when appropriate. 
More about Help Desk practices below. 
 
On the left of the screen, you have various information about the ticket you are working 
on. Much of this is sent by the user. From the top you have: 

● Assignee - Who this ticket is assigned to. You will usually take care of the tickets 
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yourself, but if you cannot do a ticket, you can send it to someone else to take a 
look. They will receive a message for the ticket, but it is courteous to let them 
know yourself too! Be sure to update this! 

● CCs - People added to this list will be kept in the loop when someone posts to 
this ticket. This is useful for keeping agents that have worked with the student 
notified, and especially for letting teachers know of more problematic or 
concerning tickets. CCd users cannot post to the ticket, but CCd agents can. You 
may update this as you see fit. 

● Priority - This is the priority of the tickets. Educators are automatically set to high, 
and students to normal. 

● Tags - These are self-populated tags that help in searching for tickets. You can 
manually edit this too, but you usually don’t. It is handy if the issue type is 
incorrect. 

● User Type - This is the type of user: Educator or Student. Be mindful of whom 
you are speaking to. We want to keep a friendly, but professional atmosphere. 
You can “be cool” to the students, to help them stay comfortable and welcome, 
but be sure to stay professional for Educators! 

● State and School - self-explanatory 
 
On the bottom of the screen, you have a couple more options for tickets. Starting from 
the right, the big black button allows you to set the status of the ticket. You can change 
it to Open, Pending, or Solved, depending on the situation. To the left of that button is a 
dropdown for macros. Macros are pre-set responses for topics where you are constantly 
repeating yourself. This is very handy for the Test Tickets, since you sometimes get 
tens at a time. To the left of the macros are additional ticket options, here you can do 
things such as merging tickets. Most of these options aren’t used very often, aside from 
ticket merging. 
 
Other Views 
In addition to these standard ways to access tickets, you are able to customize how you 
want or see your tickets using the view menu. To get to the view menu, go to the 
left-most column of links and click the second button from the top. 
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Help Desk View Options 

 
The central panel of this menu lists the tickets based on the parameters of the current 
view. You can sort the list of tickets by clicking the item you want to sort the list by. 
 
To the left of the central panel, you will find a list of the available views. These are 
standard views that everyone sees. However, you can also make your own views if you 
would like to organize the tickets in a particular manner. Here are the standard views: 

● My unsolved tickets: Any tickets that are assigned to you and are open or 
pending. 

● Unassigned tickets: Any tickets that are not assigned to anyone. 
● Pending tickets: Any tickets that are waiting for a user’s response. This shows 

tickets from all agents. 
● All unsolved tickets: The same as your unsolved tickets, but across all agents 
● Recently updated tickets: Tickets that were recently updated. Useful if you need 

to check a ticket that was set to pending or solved, since they would be removed 
from the dashboard in those cases. 

● Recently solved tickets: The same as above, but for solved tickets only. 
● All Closed/Solved Tickets: Self-explanatory. This is handy if you want to refer 

back to an old and/or closed ticket. 
● Suspended tickets: This is an admin-only view. When tickets are malformed or 

otherwise rejected, they end up here for the admins to view and approve if 
acceptable. 
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Feel free to play around with the interface for the Help Desk to get an understanding of 
how it works! If you have any questions, please contact the administrator or the 
manager! 
 
Practices 
Now that you got an idea of what the Help Desk looks like, it is time to go over what to 
do on the Help Desk. 
 
When you log-in 

1. Turn on Live Chat by clicking the button next to your Avatar 
2. Check and assign any new tickets. 
3. Work on assigned tickets, starting with the oldest first. 
4. If your assigned tickets are complete, or are waiting for response, check other 

agents’ open tickets to see what is going on or if you can provided additional 
feedback. 

5. If all of these are done, move onto your other responsibilities. 
 
*Tickets don’t auto-refresh, but you can refresh your tickets by switching between views. 
 
Guidelines on Assigning Tickets 
As Globaloria grows and we add new features, there will be various questions regarding 
these issues. Naturally we are not expecting you to answer every type of question, so 
the types of issues we expect you to do will be listed as follows: 
 
Required: These are within your required skillset 

● Hello World: Test tickets, simply welcome the user to the Help Desk 
● Game Topic Help: Give assistance to the user regarding their game idea 
● Flash Issue: Debug an FLA file 

 
Semi-Required: You may pass these onto the administrators. 

● Email/Blog Issue: You should be able to handle anything but password resets. 
● School Platform Issue: Pass on questions about learning logs, project pages, or 

platform functionality. You should be able to do questions about getting around 
the platform or updating the profiles. 

● 3D Beta: Only work on these if you have been trained in this, otherwise pass it 
on. 

● Mobile Beta: Only work on these if you have been trained in this, otherwise pass 
it on. 

● Essentials Beta: Only work on these if you have been trained in this, otherwise 
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pass it on. 
 
Admin-only: Only administrators can work on these due to various permissions. 

● Learning Management Platform 
● Class Progress Manager 
● Account Creation Request 

 
For any of these issues, don’t hesitate to ask for help from any agent or the 
administrators at any time. If a ticket is challenging for you, no worries! If you feel that 
you received a ticket that you cannot do, reassign it to someone else, and leave a 
private message on the ticket. We are a team and we’ll help each other out! 
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Ticket Etiquette 
The process for working on tickets is pretty straightforward: simply answer the 
questions. However, to keep an air of consistency through the Help Desk, we have 
standardized a response to tickets: 

1. Greeting 
2. Confirmation of Issue 
3. Solution of Issue 
4. Explanation of solution, when possible 
5. Invitation for further tickets 

 
Example: 
 

Hi Ima, 
 

You may want to rethink your approach. I presume that you are working on your 
Unit 3 game, so I'm assuming that you know about frame navigation (please 
correct me if I'm wrong). 

 
Rather than having the stage change color via the button timeline, consider 
having a separate frame on the main timeline. Simply add a new keyframe for 
frame 2, have the color change there, and make when you click the button you 
go to the new frame. 

 
I also noticed that your button goes into the "over" state whenever I hover over 
the stage. I recommend checking over your button. It may be easier to delete and 
redo your button. Moreover, I highly recommend making your buttons on a 
separate layer so that it doesn't get lost with your background. 

 
I also recommend checking out the following tutorials: 
http://www.myglife.org/usa/tvms/index.php/Navigating_the_Timeline 
http://www.myglife.org/usa/tvms/index.php/Multiple_Levels_and_Scenes 

 
Let me know if you have further questions! 

 
This isn’t a perfect example, but the idea is there. Address the user, acknowledge the 
problem, give the solution and/or advise, and explain the solution/advice. Once that is 
done, invite the user to come back. Many users are reluctant to use the Help Desk, so it 
is our job to make them feel welcome. 
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And of course, we do not want you to be robots, so please look at these as guidelines. 
Follow this lead, while keeping your own writing style. We want our users to feel like we 
understand where they’re coming from as well. It’s a balance, but you’ll get used to it 
with practice! 
 
 
Working with File Types 
The majority of the tickets you will receive will involve debugging a file. When the user 
asks a question about Flash or another programming environment they should post the 
file. If they do not, please ask them to do so. Here are the types of files you will be 
working with, depending on the issue type. 
 

● Flash Issues:  .FLA files; Please pay attention to the Flash Version field to 
save the correct version of the file for users with older versions of Flash 

● Mobile Beta: .ZIP (containing the .FLA and .AS files) 
● Unity Beta: .unitypackage, .unity3d 
● Essentials Beta: none 
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 Formatting Tickets 
You can format your tickets using a markup language called Markdown (a little 
confusing, I know). You can do a lot of standard formatting with it, but the primary 
reason we use it is to format code. By using Markdown, you can maintain spaces and 
indentation in the code. 
 
You can use Markdown by simply adding the appropriate symbols to the text you write, 
much like an emoticon :). However, like in HTML code, text is enclosed in the symbols. 
Here are some examples: 
 

● *italics* = italics 
● **bold** = bold 
● _underscore_ = underscore 

 
More importantly, you insert code snippets by using the ` (grave accent) key. This is the 
key to the top-right of the keyboard, above Tab, and to the left of the 1 key. You can do 
multi-line code using three `s and in-line code using one `. When doing multi-line code, 
make sure that you leave a space between the main text and the code. Like this: 
 
Your text here 
 
``` 
code code code 
code code code 
``` 
 
In-line code can stay in the same line. This is an example of `my code` being shown. 
 
You can preview your formatted text by clicking the Preview button to the top right of 
the text field. Please see the image below.
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Ticket View. Please note the preview button to the top-right of the text field. 

 
About External Resources 
One final note regarding recommending external resources: avoid it when you can. 
Students will get ambitious with their projects, which is great, but historically students 
use tutorials that they copy without understanding them. We are trying different methods 
to mitigate students from getting lost in code, but for the time being, please avoid 
recommending code outside of Globaloria. 
 
If a student goes and finds a tutorial on their own (which is pretty likely), please do the 
following: 

● Look through the code to identify what is unusual about it. 
● Ask the user about the source for the code 
● CC the manager and the administrator to keep them in the loop, as well as the 

student’s teacher. 
 
We want to make sure that students don’t get in over their head with advanced code. 
We enjoy and encourage students to explore new ideas, but we are also aware that 
students have limited time to work on their projects. 
 
If you have any other questions about the Help Desk, please don’t hesitate to ask! 
 
Classroom Support Specialists 
 
Our team of Classroom Support Specialists (CSS) are on the Help Desk now. The CSS 
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team is our other arm of support that primarily supports teachers with their day-to-day 
needs in the classroom, including school platform checking, outreach, events, and a 
bunch of other things. Generally if it involves the classroom or teacher stuff, they are the 
folks to reach out to. If you get a ticket from a teacher that is not something in your tool 
kit (i.e. implementation, contest info, events), you can assign tickets to them for their 
review. You can assign tickets to the "Classroom Support Specialist" group as if 
you were to assign it to an agent. They can take it from there. You can also find them on 
Slack. I also CC'd the team, so you can say hello if you wish. They are a friendly bunch. 
 
New Coding Coach group 
 
Moreover, the "Alpha" and "Beta" team distinctions from last year have been removed. 
You have been all grouped under the "Coding Coach" group, which has its own macros 
and views. Tickets make using the usual Help Desk platform (as opposed to email) will 
be set to this group. So you'll be able to see all of the tickets relevant to you. You don't 
have to do anything further, just know that you are a part of this new group. 
 
Globaloria Email Password Resets 
 
I have given you reset rights to reset @globaloria.org email addresses. If a student or 
teacher needs their email address reset, you can now do it. Usually they would say "I 
forgot my email password", or "I would like to reset my gmail password". What you 
would do in that case is to log into admin.google.com with the following credentials: 
 
email = [firstname]@globaloria.org 
password = changeme123 
 
From there, just type in or copy the username of the user in question and reset the 
password to changeme123. You can generally find the username near the subject title 
of the ticket, next to their name. If you are unsure, just ask the user for their username. 
 
We have a macro for the response and how to reset passwords for the school learning 
platform, so you can take a look. 
 
**FYI there is an app for the password reset tools, if that is easier for you. Android | iOS 
 
GIDE Technical Troubleshooting 
 
We have been different technical issues reported regarding GIDE. If a student reports 
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this, it will go to you first. Here is a quick summary for what to do if you come across 
issues with GIDE: 

● GIDE isn't loading for me - The most common technical issue is that GIDE 
simply isn't loading. Usually this is caused when the files for GIDE don't load 
completely. Generally these are resolved by clearing the browser cache. I 
added a macro for this called "GIDE Not Loading" with a link to a Help Desk 
article for how to reset the cache. If this doesn't work, there are other steps that 
we can take, although they are more advanced. 

 
● Forgot GIDE password - Another common issue is that students change their 

password to GIDE and their password no longer works. This is only the case 
for students not using Clever (Did I talk about Clever before? If not I can give 
you a quick run-though.). If students forget the GIDE password, it will have to 
be reset on the back-end. Right now the password reset functionality isn't 
working correctly and our tech team is troubleshooting it. Right now, whenever 
someone needs a password reset, assign the ticket to one of the 
Classroom Support Specialists. You can let me know, or another CSS know. 
You can also use the CSS or Help Desk Team chat channels on Slack. 
Someone will take care of it. 

 
● GIDE workspace issues - If you ever need to log into a students' workspace 

and they haven't changed their password, you can just log into their account. 
The credentials are usually firstL1234 (first name, capped last initial, digits) 
and the password changeme123. I generally do this if there is a major issue 
with the code that is better served from just getting in there (you know how it 
is). I generally do not ask for passwords for security purposes. And if it is 
really bad, I reset the password from our end and let the user know that I have 
reset the password. 

 
● Missing GIDE files - Sometimes GIDE files mysteriously disappear, at least 

according to the student. Generally, however, all is not lost. The tech team 
keeps back ups to GIDE usually up to the day before. So if a student reports 
that GIDE work goes missing, assign the issue to me or one of the CSS 
team and we'll report it to the tech team. 

 
The Answer Suggestion app 
 
When answering tickets, we have the "Answer Suggestion" app. You can search for 
articles from the Help Desk (formerly, the Knowledge Base). Right now we only have a 
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couple - how to clear your cache and where to find free resources. We'll be adding more 
in the future. Check out the Help Center for the list of articles you can search for. 
 

Honing Your Skills 
 
In addition to giving back to the users of Globaloria, we want you to continuously 
develop your skills. Globaloria is continuously developing, we need you to have the 
skills necessary to answer any questions that come in to the Help Desk. 
 
The main way to keep your skills up-to-date is to work on the tutorials that we have. You 
do not necessarily have to do every single topic that you have done before, but the 
topics that you have struggled in or have never done before. The following curricula 
should be familiar to you: 
 

1. Game Design 1 
a. Hidden Object Game 
b. Action Game 

2. Game Design 2 
a. Game Concept 
b. Game Demo 
c. Full game 

3. Help Center (not a full curriculum, but it does contain some unique topics) 
a. Other Ingredients 
b. Coding Corner 
c. Flash Help 
d. Blogging Help 
e. School Platform Help 

 
For Game Design 1, go through each topic as a student, reading the steps and doing 
the project. For Game Design 2, since it is a large open-ended game, focus more on 
understanding the process, rather than building the game. For the Help Center, go 
through the different sections, working on the tutorials if they have a deliverable (other 
ingredients) or familiarize yourself with the steps if they do not (the others). 
 
In addition to these core areas, we will ask you to work on our beta curricula: 
 

1. 3D Game Design 
2. Mobile Game Design 
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3. Game Design Essentials 
 
Because these are in beta, and are subject to change throughout the year, we will ask 
you to do these when needed. These all have deliverables, so please work on these as 
a student and follow the instructions as well as fill out the project pages. 
 
 
 
Procedure 
Post any curriculum-based work on the Educators’ wiki. We will add you to the class for 
the appropriate curriculum. 
 
Once you have worked on your tickets, and reviewed any student work you have been 
assigned to, you can work on these projects. 
 

1. Read the appropriate tutorial and follow the steps. 
2. Work on deliverables when applicable. 
3. Post your work on the appropriate Project Page 

 
If you have any questions or struggle with any topic, please feel free to contact any of 
your fellow Help Desk agents. We are not testing you, but simply making sure that you 
understand the concepts and tutorials to help other students. 
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 Other Types of Support 
 
In addition to the normal duties you will be performing throughout the year, you may be 
asked to do some special tasks as needed. These can include: 
 

● Classroom Visits 
● Training Support 
● Curriculum Proofreading 

 
These tasks are not a part of your normal duties, so you do not have to worry about 
these for the day-to-day. However, if we need your assistance, we will ask you to do 
one or more of these things as your schedule allows. We will try to keep it within your 
normal work hours, but sometimes we may need your assistance beyond that. 
 
We will contact you about these as needed. 
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 Invoices 
 
At the beginning of each month, you will be responsible for submitting an invoice for the 
work that you did for the previous month, per hour. Your hours will be then checked by 
the Help Desk Manager, and your checks will be sent. 
 

 
How to fill out the invoice 
 
Fill in the number of hours you work during your shift. Please round to the nearest 
half-hour. Here is a review for how to fill out the different sections, from top to bottom: 
 

● Billing To/From - The dates for the beginning and end of the current billing 
month. 

● Total For Month - This will get automatically filled in once you fill in your hours. 
● Name/Address/Telephone - Standard contact and mailing info. 

 
● Date - The date of the shift you worked. 
● Shift Details - Particulars regarding the shifts you worked. If you worked on Help 

Desk tickets put that. If you reviewed a particular wiki, put that. If you worked on 
a particular curriculum, put that as well. Be as descriptive as possible. We are not 
expecting paragraphs, but we want to know what you did on that day. You will be 
using this invoice all year, so you will get a better idea of what we expect as we 
review your invoices each month. 
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● Help Desk - Answering Tickets - The time you spent on the Help Desk actively 
answering tickets. (See: The Help Desk) 

● Help Desk - Reviewing Student Work - The time you spent looking at students' 
work on the wikis, reaching out to them, and reporting on what you found. (See: 
Reviewing Student Work) 

● Curriculum Mastery - The time you spent working on the curriculum to improve 
your skills. This includes trying out new tutorials and/or topics to improve your 
knowledge. (See: Honing Your Skills) 

● Training/Classroom Support - Sometimes we may need you to go to a classroom 
and support an educator there. That time goes here. It's a little rare, but it comes 
up occasionally. (See: Other Types of Support) 

● Production Support - If we need you to proofread and/or copy edit a page, that 
time goes here. We completed most of the work during the summer, so this may 
be unused. But if we need your help in this area, this is where it goes. (See: 
Other Types of Support) 

 
The time will be automatically totaled. There is an area for Hourly Wage, please place 
your rate there to calculate the total for the month. You should already know your rate, 
but if you do not, please ask and we can confirm it for you. 
 
Please send your invoices to the Help Desk Manager for review and possibly revision.  
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 Closing 
 
This ends the guide for being a Globaloria intern. Thank you once again for your hard 
work, and for being a part of the Globaloria family! If you have any questions, please do 
not hesitate to ask the Help Desk Manager or the Help Desk Administrator! 
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